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ABSTRACT: The emergence of life on the prebiotic Earth must have involved the
formation of polypeptides, yet the polymerization of amino acids is thermodynamically
unfavorable under biologically relevant aqueous conditions because amino acids are
zwitterions in solution and because of the production of a water molecule through a
condensation reaction. Many mechanisms for overcoming this thermodynamic
unfavorability have been proposed, but the role of gas phase water clusters has not been
investigated. We present the thermodynamics of the water-mediated gas phase dimerization
reaction of glycine as a model for the atmospheric polymerization of amino acids prior to
the emergence of biological machinery. We hypothesize that atmospheric aerosols may
have played a major role in the prebiotic formation of peptide bonds by providing the thermodynamic driving force to facilitate
increasingly stable linear oligopeptides. In addition, we hypothesize that small aerosols orient amino acids on their surfaces, thus
providing the correct molecular orientations to funnel the reaction pathways of peptides through transition states that lead eventually
to polypeptide products. Using density functional theory and a thorough conﬁgurational sampling technique, we show that the
thermodynamic spontaneity of the linear dimerization of glycine in the gas phase can be driven by the addition of individual water
molecules.

■

INTRODUCTION
How living matter emerged from nonliving matter in the
prebiotic chemistry of the early Earth is a profound and
interesting question and has kept prebiotic chemists busy for
decades.1−4 The grand scheme, as we understand it now, is as
follows: the building blocks of life (amino acids, nucleotides,
and lipids) formed a complex network of autocatalytic
reactions and reaction cycles under prebiotic conditions,
which grew in complexity and interdependence, leading
eventually to the machinery of life. Amino acids were the
most abundant of the three classes on prebiotic Earth,
originating from meteorites,5 hydrothermal vents,6 and gaseous
mixtures.7−9 The polymerization of amino acids is thermodynamically unfavorable in aqueous solution under biologically
relevant conditions because amino acids are zwitterions in
solution and because of the condensation reaction that
produces a water molecule. Indeed, the experimental Gibbs
free energy change for the uncatalyzed dimerization of aqueous
glycine is 3.6 kcal mol−1, leading to a small equilibrium
constant and negligible equilibrium concentrations of the
peptide versus free amino acids.10 This is because the
zwitterionic form of amino acids in water deactivates the
amino group and inhibits the nucleophilic attack on the
carboxyl carbon of the neighboring amino acid molecule
necessary for polymerization.11 Biological systems overcome
these thermodynamic and kinetic barriers via adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) activation combined with low-energy
transition states facilitated by enzymes.12 Yet, the synthesis of
polypeptides via condensation must have occurred in the
© 2020 American Chemical Society

absence of such catalysts on or in the prebiotic Earth, and the
search for the variety of ways this could occur has been fruitful
and interesting.
One plausible mechanism for overcoming the thermodynamic barrier is to remove the solvent so that the equilibrium
tends toward the polypeptide. Indeed, the theoretical gas phase
uncatalyzed dimerization of glycine has a Gibbs free energy
change of −2.2 kcal mol−1 at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level
of theory.12 Atmospheric aerosols experience wet-dry cycles as
they move through diﬀerent humidity and temperature zones,
which concentrate the solutes at the surface and orient them so
that reactions can occur.13−16 Complete dehydration is not
necessary as synthetic organic chemistry methodologies have
conﬁrmed the catalytic activity of stoichiometric quantities of
water.17 While biotic systems are far from equilibrium, their
abiotic precursors in the early atmosphere should have reached
thermodynamic equilibrium. Under these conditions, thermodynamics can provide insights into the chemical composition
of the atmosphere given the pressure, temperature, and
volume.18−20 In fact, Dayhoﬀ et al. state in a study of the
content of the atmosphere:18
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“parent” structures from the pool and then optimizes the
“child” structures at the PM7 level of theory, discarding the
child with the higher energy. After 10,000 iterations, the
resulting set of structures was analyzed for uniqueness using a
combination of each cluster’s electronic energy and rotational
constants to avoid identical structures. Two structures were
deemed identical if their energies are within 0.10 kcal mol−1,
and all three of their rotational constants are within 1% of each
other.57 The unique local minimum structures obtained from
the GA are then optimized using density functional theory
(DFT) with the PW91 exchange-correlation functional58 and
the 6-31+G* Pople basis set59 implemented in the Gaussian 09
program.60 The PW91 density functional was used due to its
favorable performance toward gas phase molecular clusters.61,62 The density functionals PW91, WB97, and M06-2X
predict the same correlation and similar ΔG° values for the
formation of mixed base prenucleation clusters.51 We found
that PW91 ΔG‡ values for the dimerization of glycine are
within 0.1−2.5 kcal mol−1 of the average of the same three
density functionals. The unique structures from the PW91/631+G* optimizations were then further optimized at the
PW91/6-311++G** level of theory with the strict convergence
criteria of ΔE < 1 × 10−6 au, root mean squared gradient <3 ×
10−5 au Å−1, and root mean squared displacement <6 × 10−4
Å. Finally, the harmonic vibrational frequencies of the resulting
unique structures were computed at the same level of theory to
ensure that no imaginary frequencies were present. The
possibility of diﬀerent protonation states of the peptides was
accounted for by pursuing the above method for both the
canonical and the zwitterionic peptides independently.
We also examined the eﬀect of water molecules on the
transition states involved in glycine dimerization. Here, we
chose the cis and trans gas phase transition state structures
identiﬁed by Dornshuld et al. as a starting point for the initial
geometries.63 Using the GA process, we generated 500 clusters
with n water molecules placed around the initial transition state
structure. The solvating water molecules were allowed to relax
on the PM7 potential energy surface while keeping the central
transition state structure frozen. The resulting structures were
screened for uniqueness, and the highest energy structures
were optimized to the nearest PW91/6-31+G* transition state
using Gaussian 09.60 We found that, if we used the lower
energy structures as in the geometry optimization procedure,
then the energy diﬀerence between the starting and the saddle
point was often too great for the optimization algorithm to
converge to the desired transition state structure. Beginning
with the higher energy PM7 structures addressed this issue and
resulted in successful convergence to the PW91 transition
states. The resulting structures were analyzed visually to
determine if the transition state structure was, in fact, at the
saddle point of the dimerization reaction. In addition, the
harmonic vibrational frequencies and normal mode displacements were used to conﬁrm the validity of the transition states.
Structures that showed lengthening and shortening of the
correct bonds in the displacements corresponding to the one
imaginary frequency were then used as the input geometry for
intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations64,65 at the same level
of theory to conﬁrm that the transition state lies on the correct
reaction path. The structures corresponding to the last point
on both the forward and reverse reaction paths were further
optimized to complete the reaction coordinate. Finally, the
optimized reactants and products were inspected visually to

“In regions where special mechanisms operate to favor the
production of certain compounds, there will be also a tendency
to form the products required by thermodynamic equilibrium.
Compounds which can be formed at equilibrium need no such
special mechanism to explain their presence.”
If the standard state Gibbs free energy for polymerization of
amino acids bound to small atmospheric clusters of water to
form peptides has a negative value, then, given enough time,
these peptides will form. Furthermore, if the gas phase
products are subsequently solvated into the aqueous phase
or scavenged by larger aerosols, then Le Chatelier’s principle
dictates that the gas phase polymerization reactions on small
prenucleation nanoclusters will continue to consume the
reactants. Based on these assumptions, we hypothesize that
weakly interacting atmospheric clusters containing water and
glycine could have assembled in such a way that the formation
of diglycine through condensation is thermodynamically
favorable. Such a reaction in the aqueous phase is
thermodynamically prohibited due to the large excess of
water and the zwitterionic nature of aqueous amino acids.
Prenucleation clusters, which precede the formation of
atmospheric aerosols, are small gas phase molecular clusters up
to 1 nm in diameter and are ubiquitous in experimental and
theoretical research into atmospheric chemistry. Studies have
shown that water molecules thermodynamically favor the
formation of prenucleation clusters by stabilizing the products
of hydrated sulfuric acid clusters, ammonia clusters, mixed
sulfuric acid and ammonia clusters as well as those including
alkylamines.21−40 Although various families of small molecules
have been studied in great detail, research into the growth of
prenucleation clusters involving amino acids has only
begun.41,42 One intriguing aspect of these molecular clusters
containing amino acids is the possibility of gas phase
polymerization of the amino acids to form peptides. In this
paper, we present compelling arguments for gas phase glycine
dimerization as a model for the ﬁrst step in atmospheric amino
acid polymerization. First, we describe our methodology for
computing the Gibbs free energies of the relevant reactions.
Then, our results are split into three sections: (i) the
abundance of hydrated glycine monomers in the atmosphere,
(ii) the thermodynamics of glycine dimerization, and (iii) the
kinetics of the process.

■

METHODOLOGY
We have paid particular attention to the sampling of the vast
array of possible geometries of the Gly(H2O)n and Digly(H2O)n clusters to isolate the most promising candidates for
the global minimum energy structures. In past studies, we have
generated initial starting geometries of molecular clusters by
manual construction43 utilizing chemical intuition or by
extracting geometries from molecular dynamics (MD)35,44−47
and Monte Carlo (MC)48,49 simulations. Recently, we have
employed a new sampling approach50−52 based on an
evolutionary process using a genetic algorithm (GA).53 This
method has been implemented in the OGOLEM54 program
and can be interfaced with any model chemistry. Our usage of
this method starts with an initial pool of 250−500 randomly
generated guess structures depending on the size of the system.
These structures are then optimized to the nearest local
minimum energy geometry on the semiempirical PM755
potential energy surface implemented in the MOPAC
program.56 The algorithm then iterates through a process in
which each iteration splices together a randomly chosen pair of
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suggested that the gas phase glycine molecule ﬁrst accesses the
zwitterionic form when ﬁve water molecules are bound to it.70
Figure 1 shows the geometries of Gly(H2O)n=0−5 and reveals
that water molecules prefer to bind to the carboxylic acid
group rather than the amine group, except for the zwitterion
G5. This is most likely due to the stronger electronegativity of
oxygen compared to nitrogen, resulting in stronger hydrogen
bonds. For n = 1, 2, 3, and 4, labeled G1, G2, G3, and G4,
respectively, the water molecules are observed to form stable
hydrogen bond networks on the carboxylic acid group with a
water molecule donating a hydrogen bond to the deprotonated
side of the carboxylic acid group (HO−H → OC−OH),
while another water molecule accepts a hydrogen bond from
the opposite side of the carboxylic acid (H2O ← H−O−C
O). Interestingly, the hydrogen-bonded end of G2 resembles
the cyclic water tetramer with two of the water molecules of
the tetramer replaced by the carboxylic acid group of glycine.
G3 shows a similar correspondence to the cyclic water
pentamer, and both structures have sequential donor−acceptor
hydrogen bonds. This kind of structure is called a homodromic
hydrogen bond network and has been shown to stabilize small
water clusters through nonadditive many-body interactions.44,71,72
Table 1 lists the formation energies of Gly(H2O)n=1−5 for the
reactions

conﬁrm that the reactant, transition state, and product clusters
correspond to the same reaction path.
The ﬁnal electronic and vibrational energies of all converged
structures were used to compute the zero-point corrected
energy [E(0)], ﬁnite temperature corrected energy [E(T)°],
enthalpy [H(T)°], and Gibbs free energy [G(T)°] for each
cluster at a standard pressure of 1 atm. This was accomplished
by using the rigid rotor/harmonic oscillator (RRHO)
approximation66 in the THERMO.PL script from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology.67 We computed
concentrations of the various clusters by solving sets of
equilibrium equations at three diﬀerent temperatures corresponding to various altitudes within the troposphere.68 A
pictorial representation of our full methodology for conﬁgurational sampling can be found in Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information. The above procedure was repeated using the
density-based SMD implicit solvation model69 implemented in
Gaussian 09 to evaluate the eﬀects of local hydration in the
aqueous phase.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Hydrated Glycine Content of the Atmosphere. For the
dimerization of glycine to occur in the atmosphere, there must
be a signiﬁcant amount of glycine to start with. To establish
the abundance of atmospheric glycine, we present the
concentrations of Gly(H2O)n=0−5 computed under 1 atm
pressure and at temperatures of 217, 273, and 298 where 217
K represents the temperature at an altitude that is at the top of
the troposphere and 298 K is at sea level. The Cartesian
coordinates of the monomers employed in this step are listed
in Data S1 of the Supporting Information, while coordinates of
the bound clusters can be found in Data S2. We accounted for
the possibility of the zwitterionic form of glycine by pursuing
two separate conﬁgurational sampling runs: one starting with
the canonical glycine monomer as an input for the GA and the
other starting with the zwitterionic form of glycine. The
resulting clusters’ energies were compared, and the global
minimum energy structure was chosen from the combined set
of clusters containing both neutral and ionic forms. We found
that the n = 5 structure, labeled G5 in Figure 1 below, is a
zwitterion, indicating that the hydration shell has deprotonated
the carboxyl group and protonated the amino group in each of
these structures. This agrees with previous studies that have

Gly + nH 2O ↔ Gly(H 2O)n

where n = 1−5 at three diﬀerent temperatures. Energies are
presented to the hundredth decimal place to avoid rounding
errors; however, we expect the accuracy of these calculations to
be in the 10th decimal place or higher. The harmonic
vibrational frequencies used to compute the thermodynamics
of the equation above are listed in Tables S1, S3, and S6 to S11
in the Supporting Information. The temperatures considered
below correspond to a latitude of 50° from the equator where
T = 298.15 K at sea level, T = 273.15 K at 2 km above sea
level, and T = 216.65 K at the top of the troposphere 10 km
above sea level.74 We note that, while we accounted for the
altitude−temperature dependence of the concentration of
water in our calculations, we did not vary the concentration of
isolated glycine as we have not found experimental data that
shows variation with altitude. The Gibbs free energies of
formation show a dramatic decrease from −1.07 kcal mol−1 for
G1 to −4.06 kcal mol−1 for G2 at room temperature. Under
colder conditions where entropy eﬀects are less prevalent, G1
has an even more negative Gibbs free energy. The geometries
shown in Figure 1 reveal that the water molecule in G1 is
hydrogen-bonded to the carboxyl group of glycine in a rather
strained geometry, while G2 has three hydrogen bonds and
relaxed water molecules bound to the carboxyl group of
glycine. These three hydrogen bonds are of the donor−
acceptor type, forming a stable ring using the carboxylic acid
group of glycine, leading to a negative enthalpy of formation
with a magnitude of 23 kcal mol−1. A similar hydrogen bond
ring forms in G3 with a free energy change of −5.38 kcal mol−1,
creating a ﬁve-member ring of donor−acceptor hydrogen
bonds with a negative enthalpy of formation of −32.9 kcal
mol−1. Perhaps the most interesting structure is G4, which, at a
room temperature Gibbs formation energy of −5.78 kcal
mol−1, is the most thermodynamically favored. Here, the
carboxylic acid group of glycine is hydrogen-bonded to the
very stable water tetramer71,75 in the donor−acceptor
connectivity. The planar structure observed in G1, G2, and

Figure 1. PW91/6-311++G** minimum energy structures of
Gly(H2O)n=0−5 generated using UCSF Chimera.73 Hydrogen bonds
are drawn in cyan, O in red, N in blue, and H in white. Cartesian
coordinates are included in Data S1 and S2 of the upporting
Information.
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Table 1. PW91/6-311++G** Energies, Enthalpies, and Free Energies of Formation for the Reaction Gly + nH2O ↔
Gly(H2O)n = 1 − 5 at 0, 217, 273, and 298 K, for a Standard State of 1 atm Pressurea
0K

216.65 K

273.15 K

298.15 K

n

ΔE°

ΔH°

ΔG°

ΔH°

ΔG°

ΔH°

ΔG°

1
2
3
4
5

−9.85
−21.53
−30.72
−40.77
−49.90

−10.61
−23.10
−32.88
−43.92
−54.28

−3.68
−9.27
−12.90
−16.22
−18.08

−10.61
−23.11
−32.87
−43.96
−54.44

−1.87
−5.66
−7.69
−8.98
−8.62

−10.59
−23.09
−32.82
−43.92
−54.44

−1.07
−4.06
−5.38
−5.78
−4.42

All energies are zero-point-corrected using harmonic vibrational frequencies and are in units of kcal mol−1. At 0 K, ΔE° = ΔH° = ΔG°. The lowest
Gibbs free energies are emphasized in bold font.
a

Table 2. PW91/6-311++G** Energies, Enthalpies, and Free Energies for Gly(H2O)n − 1 + H2O ↔ Gly(H2O)n at 0, 217, 273,
and 298 K, for a Standard State of 1 atm Pressurea
0K

216.65 K

273.15 K

298.15 K

n

ΔE°

ΔH°

ΔG°

ΔH°

ΔG°

ΔH°

ΔG°

1
2
3
4
5

−9.85
−11.68
−9.20
−10.04
−9.14

−10.61
−12.49
−9.78
−11.04
−10.36

−3.68
−5.59
−3.63
−3.32
−1.86

−10.61
−12.51
−9.76
−11.09
−10.48

−1.87
−3.78
−2.03
−1.30
0.37

−10.59
−12.50
−9.73
−11.10
−10.51

−1.07
−2.99
−1.33
−0.40
1.36

All energies are zero-point-corrected using harmonic vibrational frequencies and are in units of kcal mol−1. At 0 K, ΔE° = ΔH° = ΔG°. The lowest
Gibbs free energies are emphasized in bold font.
a

for n = 1−5. Based on these values, we have calculated the
atmospheric concentrations of Gly(H2O)n=0−5 under three
diﬀerent relative humidity values corresponding to local
variations of water saturation by solving sets of equilibrium
equations68 at the previously mentioned altitudes and
temperatures. The derivations for these equations are given
in ref 52. Figure 2 shows the results grouped by temperature.

G3 gives way to a more three-dimensional shape with the water
tetramer approximately 113° bent out of the plane of glycine.
In fact, this closely resembles the “book” isomer of the gas
phase water hexamer but with one “page” of the book replaced
by the glycine molecule’s carboxylic acid group. The water
tetramer has been proposed as an important workhorse in the
atmosphere, absorbing IR radiation in its ring system, which is
then available for carrying out chemical reactions.76 Samala
and Agmon argue that logarithmically small tails in the radial
probability densities of (H2O)n=2−6 clusters provide direct
evidence that the cyclic water tetramer is stable in atmospheric
layers.76 They deduce a temperature for vaporization of 240 K
from tails in their molecular dynamics simulations. Previous
high level quantum chemistry results predict that the
equilibrium constant for the reaction of four waters to form
the cyclic water tetramer is one at 268−269 K, which is
another way to think about when the concentration of
monomers and tetramers are at equilibrium (ΔG° = 0, so K
= 1).75 Indeed, its unique stability44,75 is apparent in G4. The
ﬁnal cluster, G5, displays a completely three-dimensional cagelike structure with the water molecules and the carbon
backbone of glycine facing in opposite directions. This can be
interpreted as a microscopic form of hydrophobic interactions
where the alkyl backbone avoids the water molecules.
Additionally, the zwitterionic form of glycine in G5 breaks
the homodromic donor−acceptor hydrogen bond network by
forcing the amine group into a donor−donor connectivity and
the carboxylic acid group into an acceptor−acceptor
connectivity. This inability to maximize the number of
resonant donor−acceptor hydrogen bonds results in a smaller
formation free energy than G3 and G4 at higher temperatures.
Table 2 lists the sequential hydration energies of glycine
representing the energetics of the process of adding water
molecules one at a time as

Figure 2. Equilibrium distribution of Gly(H2O)n=0−5 in units of
clusters cm−3 at relative humidity values of 100 (solid line), 50
(dashed line), and 20% (dotted line) and temperatures of 216.65,
273.15, and 298.15 K computed using the Gibbs free energies of
sequential hydration listed in Table 2. [Gly]0 = 2.9 × 106 cm−3,80,81
[H2O]RH=100% = 9.9 × 10,14 1.6 × 10,17 and 7.7 × 1017 cm−3 at T =
216.65, 273.15, and 298.15 K, respectively, at 1 atm pressure.35,70
Note that the y-axis is logarithmic.

G0 and G2 are found to be the most abundant clusters at all
temperatures at 100% relative humidity, as shown by the solid
black line, while the concentrations of G3 and G4 are each
smaller by around 1 order of magnitude, and the G 5
concentration is smaller by about 2 orders of magnitude.
The equilibrium abundances of these clusters seem to be
insensitive to altitude based on the lack of appreciable change
between the three temperatures considered. This is because of
the interplay between the magnitude of the free energy changes
and the variation in water concentration as a function of
temperature (and thus altitude). As altitude increases,

Gly(H 2O)n − 1 + H 2O ↔ Gly(H 2O)n
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Table 3. PW91/6-311++G** Energies, Enthalpies, and Gibbs Free Energy Changes for the Reaction 2Gly + nH2O ↔
Digly(H2O)n + 1 where n = 0−8, at 0, 217, 273, and 298 K at a Standard State Pressure of 1 atma
0K

216.65 K

273.15 K

298.15 K

n

ΔE°

ΔH°

ΔG°

ΔH°

ΔG°

ΔH°

ΔG°

aq
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

−5.53
−14.30
−26.69
−37.56
−47.11
−59.98
−70.92
−81.14
−92.62
−102.16

−5.60
−14.41
−27.44
−39.47
−49.58
−63.64
−75.34
−85.96
−98.29
−108.56

2.75
−6.00
−12.67
−16.25
−20.26
−25.30
−29.97
−34.76
−40.35
−43.11

−5.35
−14.24
−27.25
−39.37
−49.47
−63.58
−75.30
−85.85
−98.25
−108.48

4.90
−3.83
−8.85
−10.20
−12.62
−15.31
−18.13
−21.41
−25.23
−26.04

−5.23
−14.16
−27.15
−39.29
−49.36
−63.49
−75.21
−85.71
−98.13
−108.33

5.84, 3.6b
−2.88
−7.16
−7.53
−9.25
−10.89
−12.91
−15.52
−18.55
−18.50

All energies are zero-point-corrected using harmonic vibrational frequencies and are in units of kcal mol−1. The row labeled as “aq” represents the
uncatalyzed dimerization energy within the SMD implicit solvation model, while the rest of the table represents the gas phase dimerization energies
at n = 0−8. The lowest Gibbs free energies are emphasized in bold font. bThe experimental numbers are from refs 10 and 82.
a

favored in the aqueous phase, the inclusion of entropic eﬀects
makes it thermodynamically unfavorable and nonspontaneous.
In contrast, even the uncatalyzed gas phase dimerization is
thermodynamically favorable. Figure 3 displays the geometries

temperature drops, and the concentration of water decreases
by 3 orders of magnitude from sea level to the top of the
troposphere, while the free energy becomes more negative. So,
at the top of the troposphere (the tropopause), the greater
magnitude of the free energy is opposed by a smaller
concentration of water. However, at each temperature, the
dependence of concentration on relative humidity is
pronounced. For the n > 1 clusters, a decrease in relative
humidity corresponds to a decrease in concentration, while the
unhydrated glycine concentration increases. This is simply due
to the decrease in the amount of hydrated glycine, leaving
more unhydrated glycine in the atmosphere. This equilibrium
distribution of Gly(H2O)n=0−5 shows that there are upwards of
1 million hydrated glycine clusters with one through four water
molecules in 1 mL of air at thermodynamic equilibrium.
Combined with sea-level humidity data measured from
satellites,77,78 we can postulate about the local abundances of
hydrated glycine based on relative humidity. For example, data
collected by Willett et al. shows that tropical and coastal areas
stay close to 100% relative humidity, while deserts and high
plateaus such as the Sahara and the American West maintain
20% relative humidity.79 This suggests that there are more n =
2−4 clusters in the air above the tropics and coasts and fewer
of these clusters further inland. Based on this equilibrium
distribution of concentrations, we assume that there are
enough glycine and hydrated glycine clusters in the
atmosphere for dimerization reactions to occur.
Water-Mediated Formation of Diglycine. Next, we
examine the gas phase dimerization of glycine as a function of
hydration. Table 3 lists the PW91/6-311++G** changes in
energy for the reactions

Figure 3. PW91/6-311++G** minimum energy structures of
Digly(H2O)n=1−9. Hydrogen bonds are drawn in cyan, O atoms in
red, N in blue, and H in white. The aqueous phase (SMD solvated)
structure is labeled Dsmd, and the gas phase structures are labeled Dn
where n is the number of catalytic water molecules in the dimerization
reaction. Cartesian coordinates are presented in Data S3 of the
Supporting Information.

of the minimum energy Digly(H2O)n = 1−9 produced from the
dimerization of two glycine molecules and n = 0−8 water
molecules. The product Digly(H2O) was optimized in the
aqueous phase using the SMD implicit solvation method
(Dsmd) and in the gas phase (D0) at the same level of theory.
Dsmd is a zwitterion and has an elongated linear structure
because of the solvation environment’s inﬂuence, while the gas
phase diglycine molecule is free to form one intramolecular
hydrogen bond, as shown in D0. Most importantly, the
aqueous phase dimerization energy is positive, while the gas
phase dimerization energies are negative at all temperatures in
the troposphere. This is direct evidence of thermodynamically
favored peptide bond formation in the gas phase.
At n = 1, the room temperature dimerization free energy
drops to −7.16 kcal mol−1, a change of about 4.28 kcal mol−1,
increasing the formation of products by a factor of 3 orders of
magnitude. The energetic change is a direct result of the
formation of a hydrogen bond ring at the carboxyl end of the
diglycine molecule similar to the doubly hydrated glycine
monomer G2. The inclusion of one water molecule in the
reactants seems to have the largest eﬀect on dimerization when
compared to the n > 1 reactions. With one additional water
molecule, the dimerization energy does not change appreciably

2Gly + nH 2O ↔ Digly(H 2O)n + 1

for n = 0−8 in the gas phase as well as for the uncatalyzed
reaction (n = 0) computed within the SMD implicit solvation
model. The starting monomers for this step are listed in Data
S1, and the resulting clusters are listed in Data S3. This process
diﬀers from the hydration of a single glycine molecule in the
previous section in that a peptide bond is formed between the
amine group of one glycine molecule and the carboxyl group of
another, resulting in the formation of one additional water
molecule. Using the vibrational frequencies listed in Tables S1
to S5 and S12 to S20 in the Supporting Information, we
observe that, while the dimerization energy is enthalpically
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structural features are vital in stabilizing the overall products
Digly(H2O)n=1−9 in the gas phase and may grow as even more
water molecules are added. In addition, as the cluster grows in
the number of water molecules, a noticeable grouping of the
water molecules forms. This aggregation of water molecules
occurs such that the alkyl backbone of the diglycine molecule
points away from the center of the cluster, much in the same
way as hydrophobic interactions occur. Under thermodynamic
equilibrium, this interaction can hold the dipeptide in such an
arrangement as to allow the next monomer to attach to one of
the termini. In this way, gas phase polymerization through
peptide bond formation may be possible.
Kinetic Considerations. While the dimerization reactions
described above are thermodynamically favorable, we also
pursued a line of inquiry into the kinetics of glycine
dimerization. To this end, we computed the activation energies
for dimerization as the Gibbs free energy diﬀerence between
the transition state and the inﬁnitely separated reactants while
varying the number of water molecules. Our results showed
that, for the n = 0−5 dimerization reactions, the activation
energy is approximately 36−46 kcal mol−1. A photon in this
energy range would have a wavelength of around 790−620 nm,
suggesting that the abundant visible and near-infrared radiation
in the atmosphere would be suﬃciently energetic to push the
reaction over the dimerization barrier. Due to the completely
asymmetric nature of the clusters, dipole-allowed transitions
dominate the vibrational motion. The cyclic water tetramer,
which stabilizes G4 (Figure 1), has been proposed based on
both molecular dynamics simulations and quantum chemistry
to exist at temperatures in the troposphere.75,76 It is able to
absorb energy from visible and IR radiation in its ring system,
which can be used precisely for this reaction. Two individual
gas-phase glycine molecules would not form diglycine in the
absence of a third body that can absorb the heat of reaction
from the formation of the peptide bond. However, gas phase
molecular clusters are positioned to redistribute the energy of
bond formation throughout the cluster. At a standard
temperature and pressure, the collision rate of hydrated
glycine clusters is on the order of 109 collisions per second so
that the mean time between collisions is around 2 × 10−10 s.
We expect these clusters to be constantly bombarded by gases
in the atmosphere, and at least sometimes, photon energy can
be transferred wholly and in part to the bombarding molecules.
This may result in the reaction completing as long as there is
enough energy pumped into the system due to IR radiation
and collisions.
Although the linear oligomerization of glycine has been
shown to be spontaneous in the gas phase, there is an
alternative dimer structure, which presents a potential problem.
The diketopiperazine (DKP) form of glycine is a cyclic dimer
with two peptide bonds formed from two separate
condensation reactions. Therefore, the entropic contribution
to the Gibbs free energy change is much larger than that for
the linear dimer due to the production of one additional water
molecule. This has long been known as the “DKP trap” and
presents the largest hurdle toward the abiotic polymerization of
amino acids as the highly stable six-member ring is the more
favored product and faces a large uphill energy cost to reopen
if polymerization is to continue.1,83 Potential mechanisms for
overcoming this thermodynamic trap in peptide synthesis
include manipulating the functionalization of the amino acids
to alter the steric and torsional strains of ring formation and

at higher temperatures, but the geometry of the cluster, D2,
undergoes a drastic change. This is the ﬁrst occurrence of a
three-dimensional hydrogen bond network. Further hydration
results in a decrease of about 1.5 kcal mol−1 per additional
water molecule and continues until D7. We attribute this to the
stepwise stabilization produced by the rearrangement of the
hydrogen bond network bound to the diglycine molecule as
water molecules are added, which releases the strain in the
network. Each 1.5 kcal mol−1 decrease shifts the equilibrium in
the direction of the product dipeptide by about another order
of magnitude at 298 K. Note that, at the top of the
troposphere, at 217 K, the increase in the magnitude of the
free energy is greater, about 4−6 kcal mol−1 per water up to
seven waters, with each additional water shifting the
equilibrium further to the right. The addition of one more
water molecule in D8 has no appreciable eﬀect on the
dimerization energy at 298 K, which shows that the hydrogen
bond network is ﬂexible enough at this point to accommodate
one more water molecule without aﬀecting the diglycine
molecule in an energetically favorable or unfavorable way.
The products after D1 show a striking structural similarity
where homodromic rings of hydrogen bonds result in a bent
diglycine structure. We observe the formation of three such
rings as more water molecules are added; networks H1, H2,
and H3 are shown schematically in Figure 4. In D2, one ring

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the homodromic rings H1
(red), H2 (green), and H3 (blue) observed in the Digly(H2O)n
clusters.

starts at the amide proton, passes through two water molecules,
and ends at the terminal carboxyl oxygen (Figures 3 and 4,
H1). The other ring starts on the same amide proton as H1,
connects across two water molecules, and ends at the terminal
amine nitrogen (Figures 3 and 4, H2). These two rings share
one donor−donor−acceptor water molecule that acts as the
point where the rings fuse. The third type of homodromic
hydrogen bond ring appears in D3, originating from the
terminal carboxyl proton and ending at the amide oxygen
(Figures 3 and 4, H3). This ring passes through three water
molecules in D3 and works in combination with the H1 ring to
hold the dipeptide in a bent geometry. Notably, the twisting
caused in the peptide backbone by the H3 ring seems to have
allowed the H1 ring to form with just one water molecule in
D3, as opposed to two water molecules in D2.
With the addition of more water molecules, the H3 ring
starts to dominate the overall structure of the hydrated
dipeptide as it grows from three water molecules in D4−6 to
four and six water molecules in D7 and D8. The H1 ring
persists in D4−6 but maintains the same number of water
molecules; however, in D7, it fuses with the H3 ring through its
second water molecule, and in D8, it fuses with H3 through its
fourth water molecule. The H2 ring, on the other hand, goes
through a variety of sizes as more water molecules are added.
In D4, H2 is unchanged compared to D2 but then fuses with
the H1 ring in D5 and D6. Here, the second water molecule in
H1 acts as the bifurcation point, creating the H2 hydrogen
bond network leading to the terminal amine nitrogen. These
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the addition of protecting groups during synthesis.84 However,
in the gas phase, the DKP trap may not be a problem.
We have found that, in small atmospheric nanoclusters, two
glycine molecules are oriented on the surfaces of the water
clusters in favorable orientations for reactions to occur. In
these clusters, the air−water interface has oriented the two
glycine molecules for easy formation of the linear dipeptide,
temporarily blocking the formation of the second peptide bond
that would result in formation of DKP. We expect some
formations of these clusters to react to form the linear
dipeptide because the Gibbs activation free energy is decreased
from 46 kcal mol−1 for the gas phase reaction of two glycine
molecules in the cis orientation to 43 kcal mol−1 when one
water molecule is present. In the presence of two to ﬁve waters,
the Gibbs activation energy decreases by another 3−6 kcal
mol−1. Figure 5 shows the PW91/6-31+G* transition state

Article

to maximize the intra- and intermolecular interactions,
speciﬁcally hydrogen bonding through the formation of
homodromic networks of self-reinforcing hydrogen bonds.
This does not occur in the aqueous phase due to strong
intermolecular interactions between the zwitterionic product
and its solvation environment, which creates a high energy
barrier to any bending motion to form intramolecular
hydrogen bonds. Therefore, the intramolecular interactions
and hydrogen bond rings seem to make a large contribution to
the thermodynamic favorability of glycine dimerization.
Additionally, we found that the n = 3−9 clusters have very
similar homodromic hydrogen bond networks dominated by
three general topologies: (i) connecting the amide proton to
the terminal carboxyl oxygen, (ii) connecting the amide proton
to the terminal amine nitrogen, and (iii) connecting the
terminal carboxyl proton to the amide oxygen atom. Based on
the energetic and structural similarities between D7 and D8, we
expect the linear diglycine to remain at the surface of the
growing water cluster. We have also shown that the reaction
barrier for linear dimerization of glycine in the gas phase is
catalyzed by the addition of up to ﬁve water molecules. This
suggests that the driving thermodynamic force of this process
could dominate in the gas phase as hydration increases due to
the increasingly negative Gibbs free energy change at all three
temperatures considered. We hope that the gas phase model
reaction described in this work will promote further research
into the possible role of atmospheric molecular clusters in the
prebiotic polymerization of biologically important molecules.

■

Figure 5. PW91/6-31+G* transition states for the reaction 2Gly +
nH2O ↔ Digly(H2O)n + 1 for n = 0 (TS0) and n = 5 (TS5). Yellow
dashed circles mark where covalent bonds are forming (green arrows)
and breaking (red arrows). Hydrogen bonds are represented by the
gray dashed lines.
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structure for the gas phase reaction without waters, TS0, and
for the reaction with ﬁve waters, TS5. The ﬁgure illustrates
bonds broken (red arrows) and formed (green arrows) in this
reaction where the peptide bond is in the process of formation
during the condensation reaction that produces a water
molecule. One can see that, for the Digly(H2O)5 structure,
the ﬁve waters form a hydrogen-bonded network, which
stabilizes the transition state. The hydroxyl group dissociating
from the second glycine molecule is stabilized by the water
network, and the C···N peptide bond that is being formed is
reduced from a length of 1.614 Å in the absence of the water
network to 1.554 Å in the presence of ﬁve waters. Similarly, the
breaking bonds, N···H and C···O are both elongated slightly,
while the formation of the H···O bond to produce the sixth
water is decreased slightly. This activated complex has a
PW91/6-31+G* Gibbs free energy of 36.6 kcal mol−1, almost
10 kcal mol−1 lower than the gas phase reaction in the absence
of water. Further details on the transition state calculations will
be published in a separate paper.85

■

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the dimerization of glycine through
condensation is thermodynamically feasible in the gas phase in
the presence of water and predict that monomeric glycine does
persist in the atmosphere in abundant hydrated forms.
Furthermore, the thermodynamic favorability of this reaction
increases with the number of water molecules for Digly(H2O)n=1−9 products. This increase is shown to be driven by
the stability of the product clusters in which diglycine can bend
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